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ossa: .,u DPOIl"l 1IDL'1'1'tUDI OF IJIIO SIGllTDGS 

1.eadlng Soviet aevspapers and jourua1s have recently bqun publishing 
an increasing nUllber of artiel .. and nev. reports on 81ghtincs of 
uuidentified flying objects (UFOs) in ftrious areas of the Soviet Union. A-
"peraanent cent.r" for the study of UFOs has been est.blished in Hoscow to 
conduct r .... rch and support the mvestlptlon of reported sightings. 

* * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * *-* * 
Setting the tone for this aedia coverage vas an .rticle in the 9 July 

1989 SOTSIALISTICBBSKAYA INDUSTRIYA, which referred to many recent reports 
of UFO sighting. in the USSR. Interviewed by the paper, P. Prokopenko, 
director of • laboratory for the study of "anomalous phenomena," stated 
that a "permanent center" for the study of UFOs is being .stablished in the 
Soviet Union. In addition to conducting research and presenting lectures 
on UFOs, the center will support the investigation of reported sightings. 

In referring to an issue of the paper published in July 1988 that 
included a report on "an aaazing event that took place on Bill 611 near the 
village of Dalnegorsk in Primorskiy Iray," the article noted that the event 
is still under investiption. Many observers saw a flying sphere crash 
into one of the hill's tvin peaks, and physicists and other scientists from 
the Siberian Division of the USSR Aeademy of Sciences are still studying 
the "fine aesh," "saall spherieal objects," and "pieces of alass" that are 
considered to be saall remnan~ left behind by the sphere. According to 
the article, the alleged spacecraft was nearly obliterated in the crash, 
-but there·appe~r~ to be enouah a~teri~l at the site for ~he scientists--a 
aixture of UFO "enthusiasts" and skeptics-to eventually "penetrate this 
IIYste.ry." 

In studying the site, scientist A. Hakeyev r.ported finding gold, 
silv.r, niclt.l, alpha-titaniwa, aolybdenum, and coapounds of beryllium. 
One of the -skeptical" physicists froa Toask has hypothesized that the so
called sphere could have been soae kind of a "plasaoid," foraed by the 
"interaction of aeophysical force fields," which captured the eleaents 
found by Bakayev froa the atmosph.re on its trajectory toward 
disintegration o~ the hilltop. Other r .... rchers have senerally r.jected 
this explanation 8iDce the MOuuts of various types of .. tals found at the 
site vould illply, accordine to this ·plaSlloid" theory, that -the 
concentration of .. tals in the at.osphere should exceed the present level 
by a factor of 4,000." 
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$aBe of the scientists have concluded that the object that crashed into 
Bill 611 vas an ·extraterrestri~- space Yehic1e constructed by highly 
inte1l1pnt beings. Doctor of Cheaica1 Sciences V. Vysotsldy stated that 
·without doubt, this is evidence of a high teebnololY, and it is not 
anything of • Datural or terrestrial origin.- Be cited the fact that the 
re.nants of fine ... h Included bits of thin ~eads with a di .. eter of only 
17 II1crons and that these threads, in turn, vere COIIpOsed of even thinner 
.trands twisted into braids. Bxtre.ely thin SOld wires were discovered 
intertwined in the finest threads_vidence of an intricate technology 
beyond the present capabilities of terrestrial science, according to 
Vysotsldy. 

SO'l'SIALISTICBESltATA DDUSTltITA of 2S July 1989 reported that a UFO 
sighting had been c1aillttd by engineer Yuriy Ponoaarenko and a group of 
workers at a collective fara in the Onepropetrovsk region. 1he object was 
described as a disk with two bullS of liabt aanating from its sides. The 
vitnesses uintained that they had observed the object on the ground for 
about 20 ainutes, and that it _hted no sound when it f1e~ avay. 

The Aupst 1989 issue of the Soviet journ&l IlAUICA I ZHIZN included a 
9-page arUcle which, after suaarizlng tbe bistory of UFO- sightings in -- --
general, contrasted some of the views of the -skeptics- vith some of the 
opinions of the -enthusiasts· on the numerous reported UFO sightings in the 
USSR, including incidents in Serpukhov, Petrozavodsk, and Rudny •• 
According to the -enthusiasts,· UFOs have left evidence of their visits on 
aany occasions, including the Serpulthov incident in which, they claim, a 
UFO left a circular depression in the grass with a diameter of 4 meters. 
The skeptics .. intain that most of this so-called -evidence" can be 
explained as having no connection with extraterrestrial intelligence. Hany 
of the sightings could be attributed to rocket testing, for example. 
Academician Vladimir Vasilyevich Kigulin, director of the Terrestrial 
Magnetism, Ionosphere, and Radio Vave Propagation Institute in Troitsk, 
which has a section for the investigation of anomalous phenomena in the 
atmosphere, .. intains that over 90 percent of UFO siabtings can be 
nullified by such 8Undane explanations. 

STllOITBLNAYA GAZE'TA of 16 Sept_ber 1989 reported that in Aupst a 
group of observers including physical scientist Blvir ICurchenko began 
investiptin, another circular depressed area in a forest near Surgut after 

. ,. . •. worker -claimed that a.uFO had visit-ed the .. i-te~ ,-~.. ... 

SOTSIALI:STICBBSU.YA DmUSTRIYA of 30 Sept_ber 1989 noted that media 
all oyer the Soviet Union vere receiving reports of UFO sightings on the 
around and in the air, adding that the paper's editorial office vas 
reviewing hundreds of reports related to UFO incidents. In response to 
this deluge of reports, the paper interviewed Anatoliy Llstratov, chairman 
of the section of the All-Union Astrono.teal and Geodesic Society assigned 
to tbe study of ano_lous pbenolleD&, who .aid that .. although his group is 
·still wandering around In tbe darkness,- some i.portant developaents in 
the investigations had recently occurred. Be stated that -at the si tes of 
the landings ••• the operating frequency of a crystal-controlled oscillator 
c:hances. Slaply speaking, electronic ti_pleces run at rates that are 
either too fast or taG slow.-

Listratov DOted that Soviet .ilitary officers and pilots had recently 
started proYiding some documentation on UFO sightings. As an example, he 
stated that he bad docuaentary inforaation re,ardln, an encounter betveen 
Soviet aircraft and a UFO over the city of Borisov. The crevs of two 
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Soviet aircraft reported seeing a large flying disk in their vicinity with 
five beams of light aanating f;~. it: three beus vere directed toward 
the around and tva were projected upward wen the object vas first aighted. 
The around controller instructed one of the planes to alter its course and 
approach the object, at which point the disk ~~ev to the .ue level and 
ai-.d one of its ~s at the approaching Soviet plane, illuainatinl the 
cockpit. Listratov cited the pilot'. 101 as statina: -At this ti.e, the 
copilot was at the c:ontrols. .e ob.erved the aueuver that the object had 
just carried out and was able to raise his ~d to shield bi .. elf fro. the 
aDbearable llpt. The aircraft c~der was rut1ug in the adjoining 
seat, and a briFt ray of Itpt, ,rojecdna a .,at with a diueter of 20 
centiaeters, passed aero •• bis body. 80th pilots felt heat .• -

Accord1nr to Listratov, the aircraft caa.ander and bis copilot both -"cue -invalids- abortly after the incident. The copilot was forced to 
lea .. hI. job due to. a sudden deterioration In his health, Includina the 
onset of sudden prolonaecl periods of -loss of consciousn .. s. w The aircraft 
c:o.ander died within a fev &ontbs. The cause of death vas listed as 
-cancer,- and -injury to the organi58 as a r .. ult of radiation from an 
unidentified flying object- vas listed as a contributinl factor on the __ _ 
official .edieal recol:d 1n the hospltal where the coaander died, accol:ding 
to Listratov. 

Listratov told SOTSIALISTICBESKAYA INDUSTBIYA that about 95 percent of 
UFO .ightings could be explained, and investigations have often revealed 
tho to be burned-out rocltet stages or the rumants of unsuccessful rocket 
launches. It is the 5 percent that cannot be explained that is causing all 
the commotion among Soviet scientists and .ilitary personnel. Instead of 
the videspread skeptici .. that he had expected when he first began to 
interview .ilitary personnel, he noted that officers and soldiers had told 
bim about their ovn encounters vith UFOs, and they bad even .hovn him 
reports that had been completely filled out on official forms. 

IDMSOMOLSlCAYA PRAVDA of 7 October reported that the Soviet Union had 
just opened an official center for the study of UFOs In Moscow. 
Physicists, ,eolo,ists, astronomers, and psycholoaist. are teaching courses 
on the various characteristics of the UFOs that bave been reported and the 
types of equipaent necessary to 1nv .. tipte UFO siptinas. 

_. _: _ On 9 October . .tlle Soviet neys qency TASS repOrted that a UFO liad landed 
in a park in the city of Voronezh. TASS reported that the object had been 
observed by uny vi tn..... before 1 t left. 

IOMSOMOLSlAYA PRAVDA of 12 October reported that a ,roup of .cientists 
bad visited a field in Perm Oblast to inv .. tipte claillS that a UFO bad 
landed in that area and bad left behind a circular iapression •• asuring 62 
.. ters in di .. eter. 

DASNAYA ZVlZDA of 13 October sDlgested that .... hysteria .. y be an 
l.portant factor contributing to the recent outburst of wid .. pread claillS 
of encounters rith UFOs in the USSR. Accordi ... to the paper, any el_ents 
of the Soviet lItIdia vere fanninl this phenoaenon, which it coapared to the 
hysteria resultina fro. Orson Velles' radio broadcast in 1938 about an 
invasion of the United States by extraterrestrials. 

The 19-25 October Issue of POISK carried an article contrasting the 
Yievpoints of scientists fro. the tvo .. in Soviet institutes presently 
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engaged in investiptiq UFO rePorts-the newly established center for UFO 
studies in the Palace of Culture of Pover lnIineers in Koscov and the 
Terrestrial Haenetisa, Ionosphere, and Badio Vave Prop&l&tion Institute, 
¥bieb has branc:hes in Troi tsk, Leningrad, and"~Irkutsk. Physic:ist Turiy 
Platov of the Terrestrial Baanetisa Institut~~oes not believe the claias 
of .dentists who _intain they have found reanants in Dalnegorsk of a UFO 
constructed by extraterrestrials, and he is convinced that the _teria1s 
found at that .ite are really only the E't!IIDIlDts of the unsuccessful launch 
of a Soviet rocket in that reaion. 8e believes that aany of the other 
reports of oro. c:an be explained by the iDahill ty of the observers to 
rec:opize the phenoaenon knovn as "ball l1ptning." 

The POISlC article contrasted Platov'. neW "ith that of another 
physical scientist, Vladiair Azhuha, ¥bo vas recently elected chairun of 
the nev All-Union eo.aission for the Study of Unidentified Flyi8& Objects 
of the Union of Scientific and Bncineerina Societies. Azhazha coapared 
reports of a UFO crash in the USSll with a claia by UFO enthusiasts in the 
United States that a UFO bad crashed in the desert near Roswell, New 
Mexico, in 1947. He believes there Is sufficient evidence to support the 
claillS of UFO crashes in both eases-in Dalnqorsk and in RoswelL rnth@-
latter case, he cited the testimony of eyewitnesses who _lntalned that 
they had seen the bodies of four extraterrestrials 1yi8& near the smashed 
spacecraft. According to Platov, however, the eyewitnesses in the Roswell 
case were aistaken. Be believes that the object that crashed vas a USAF 
experiaental rocket with four Rhesus aonkeys aboard and that the accident 
was the result of an unsuccessful launch atteJllpt at the dawn of the space 
era. 

SOTSIALISTICBESKAYA INDUSTRIYA of 21 October noted that hundreds of 
residents had reported observina a UFO in Ouk and that auy of these 
eyewitnesses had reported the sighting directly to the paper's office in 
Omsk. The article included a report by an "authoritative" ailitary 
officer, Haj V. LoEinov, who stated: "I must tell you straight off that 
radar did not detect this object, and so I am reportiQl visual 
observations. The object was passing over at an altitude of several 
kilometers. The visible shining sphere appeared to he about one and a half 
tiaes as lar.- as the aoon's shape in the night sky. Four projectors--some 
parallel and some at -.les to the Barth-were casting very bright beams • 

. , The object'vas in the field of vision for"'aboui: S·:airiutu ••• hovering ••• ovet· 
the civil airport before descending a little. Then the projectors were 
turned off and a vhirl1nc pluae tran instantaneously appeared around this 
shining sphere. The object becan to recede rapidly in a direction from the 
northwest to the east at the s ... tift that flipts nre heiQl carried out 
froa a neipboriQl airport. Pilots vere able to observe it visually, but 
they could not detect it on their radar .creens.... "dar .ipals could 
not be reflected froa it. This object vas laaediately reported up the 
chain-of-c~d, and our colleapes in the .lltay,·ltray, In the area toward 
which the object flev, reported back to us vithin S mnut .. that they had 
it under Yisual observation. That aunt that it had covered a distance of 
approxiaately 600 kiloaeters at a speed of about 7,000 kiloaeters per 
hoar." 

According to LoEinov, all observations indicated that the object was a 
UFO being controlled by soae kind of intelligence and that it vas not 
aerely soae kind of anoaalous ataospheric phenomenon. 
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SOVB't'SlCAYA IDLTUIlA of 28 October reported on the results of a 
confer_c. in Petrozavodak of about 100 Soyi.t .dentists reproentine the 
-Yarious ~rancbes of .c1enc. and technolocr.- Th. -.in topic of discussion 
was the .ultitucle of c:la1_ of recent UFO .iihtines in the USSR. According 
to SOVBTSICAYA KULTUllA, IIOre ..... Uons about UFOs vere raised at this 
conference than wre aDSftred. . 

t.ITBRATUBRAYA GAZBTA of 1 Woy_ber reported that Voronezh, where .011. 
·-obserYers had cla111ed to haYe ritnessed the landi .... and take-off of a UFO, 
.... NCOile the place for a ·pUcri_e- by correspondents ... ldne 
.ensationa! .. vs for their ~s, reaardl .. s of the controyersial 
_ture of the .o-c:a11ed ·veiabty .Yidence- being presented as proof that 
extraterrestrials had Yisited Voronezh. 




